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This is the area we are
focusing on in today's session:

Welcome to the 
Egleston Square Redesign Office Hours.

Thanks for joining us.

How did we get here?

Here are examples of the
types of facilities we'll be

talking about.

This is our concept design!
What are your thoughts?

Thanks so much for joining us and for sharing your valuable input!

Here are some things we
learned during the Needs

Assessment process:

curb extensions are
much more effective
than paint, see the
installation of paint

at Chilcott Place.

Are you looking to improve
the intersection crosswalk for
Washington and Columbus ?

Will you be able to help us
make improvements on or
around the Robert Lawson

Park ?

the problem is more of the
left turn onto washinton,

then the right onto atherton
as the cut through, not the
left turn off of Washington

thye left turn onto
washington used to be

prohibited. Why is it
favored now?

Do the curb
extensions

reduce car travel
lanes?

raised shared street sound
good. there is a lot of

speeding on Atherton. can
you conclude a speed pump

further down ?

right turns from Columbus
into Washington are very

dangerous right now

dangerous for pedestrian
who always almost get run
over by those making right
turns from columbus going

into Washington

wouldn't stopping any
turn on Atherton

simplify the entire
intersection? why not
just block the road at

this end?

Question/
suggestion to

straighten / shorten
crosswalks across

Columbus Ave.

I think there's also a false choice being set up
between curb bump outs for peds and protected

bike lanes on Washington

the bump out can be permeable so bikes can enter

and the road can still be narrowed

how much street parking will
be removed? there's a mini

lot right on Washington

Right turn onto Wash from Col --
Wash would need a continuous red

light while pedestrian green is on for
crossing Wash, similar to pedestrian

crossings in Forest HIlls.

Sorry, Columbus cars would need a
continuous red light while pedstrian

green is on for crossing Wash

all of Colombus
between Walnut and

Washington is a desire
line

people cross at all
points

can you please incorporate
traffic evaporation in regards

to these congestion
comments? 

has the BRT build taking
away one lane in each

direction had any impact on
decreasing traffic in this

Corridor already?

Since there is a Bluebikes station at
Atherton, anything to increase bike

visibility/safety/usability adjacent to it
(incl. bilingual wayfinding signage)

would encourage more use

Sorry - I don't understand about
the left turns in Option 1 and
Option 2,the left turns from
Washington on to Columbus

and left turns from Columbus
on to Washington.  I don't

understand what is happening
with the car lanes

will there be any
sidewalk widening on

Colombus? esp in
front of Bunté it's like

a foot wide with all the
street furniture

Yes, I agree with
what's being said

about the speed of
cars going through

Egleston

So would left turns still
be permitted from

Washington heading
So. onto Columbus?

the Bray St. option
has some

possibilities, I worry
about the acute turn
at W.Walnut where

the traffic is pudhed
right by the Bus Lane.

Any chance we can work street
tree replacements into short

term work?  and add some street
trees where curbs are really

wide?

Alternate left turn
onto Bray might be
difficult. As it is, left
turners from Wash

onto Bray are blocked
by gridlock on Wash;

similarly cars crossing
Wash from

Westminster are
blocked as well. If

traffic decreases on
Wash it might solve
some of the issue.

I am concerned that
people will take the
left from columbus

onto washington
outbound anyway,
illegally. Also the
alternative to go

around the block will
have people trying to

turn right onto
washington from

walnut when
washington is backed
up. Traffic will back up

on walnut.

Consider the
broader network
impacts of both

options

As a Westminster
person, people

already blaze down
our street as a cut

through...

Traffic calming
would be awesome

on Westminster

And a crossing
light(s) at Walnut

Ave from
Westminster/Waln

ut Park!

There seems to be a lot of concern about traffic
backups and such, but IMO those concerns should
not take priority over the improvement of safety in

this area (especially for pedestrians who are
seriously at risk crossing this intersection). To this

end, it seems like Option 2 is a good way to go, as it
provides multiple ways to increase safety (curb
extensions, no left turns, Atherton street raised
street). Anything else that can be added on to

address speeding would be welcomed as well, since
we know this is a big problem in this area.

if you raise the bike lanes to the sidewalk level like
they've done on Huntington you eliminate the

accessibility concerns

why would BTD *not* put in protected bike
infrastructure with any major road redesign?

there are people biking all over Roxbury but most
people are forced on the sidewalks because of

speeding traffic and unsafe roads

Safe biking should be put in place everywhere in
Boston. Why would you leave Roxbury behind?

eliminating the conflict between cars and bikes by
placing the bikes and pedestrians in the same level

is trading one conflict for another

bikes were ignored in the Bus lane reconstruction
of Columbus, and are not addressed here either.

curb extensions would
be better than paint
and false medians.

The painted lanes are
viewed as parking

spaces, and the
firelane on chilcott is

blocked everyday.

I agree with the need for bike
infrastructure to be included in the
scope of this project, and wonder

whether advocacy from the
neighborhood would help.

I'm glad you are
including intersection
safety improvements
on Washington all the
way from Boylston to

Dimock

Would large planters /
placemaking elements
in lieu of flex posts be

a feasible safety
element?

It's outside of the scope of this project, but for the
record it would be great to see these types of street

traffic calming and pedestrian accessibility
solutions further down Washington towards

Green/Glen as well- for example, the
Cornwall/Peter Parley intersection is really hard to

navigate from all directions, on all modalities.


